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Emerging Geographies of Conservation and Indigenous Land in Australia

HEATHER MOORCROFT & MICHAEL ADAMS, University of Wollongong, Australia

ABSTRACT International examples of interactions between Indigenous peoples and the new conservation paradigm come mainly from developing countries and suggest divisions over priorities. As a Western settler society, Australia is at a critical time in conservation and Indigenous peoples’ rights. Innovative approaches to conservation are promoted. The role and influence of non-governmental organisations is increasing. Indigenous peoples’ rights to land are recognised and Indigenous involvement in conservation is growing. Yet, despite Australia being considered a leader in these arenas, particularly the latter, there has been little analysis of the relationship between innovative approaches to conservation and Indigenous Australians under the new paradigm. This paper describes how the spatial manifestations of approaches under the new conservation paradigm and Indigenous land in Australia are creating new geographies. We identify geographies of overlap, dichotomy and absence. The paper identifies research needs into these geographies, including: examining the influence of ‘recognition’ in engagements between conservation and Indigenous Australians; investigating the impacts of approaches under the new paradigm such as scaling-up, territorialism and differing governance structures on Indigenous Australians; and questioning the social responsibilities of the non-governmental organisations towards Indigenous Australians.
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Introduction

Recent analysis of conservation theory and practice has identified a rapidly evolving conceptual and management landscape. A new conservation paradigm, established in the late twentieth century on the premise that public efforts alone, centring on the declaration and management of state-owned national parks (the old paradigm), cannot solve the biodiversity crisis facing the planet, is driving exploration of innovative approaches to biodiversity conservation. Approaches to conservation under the new paradigm have seen changes to the scale, territory and governance of conservation. Conservation is being carried out on a large scale, with landscape and continental-scale approaches gaining prominence (Worboys et al. 2010). Adoption of neoliberalist ideologies is resulting in a shifting of governance roles in conservation (Sundberg 2006), reflected in the growth of the involvement of
non-governmental organisations (NGOs), an increase in private protected areas (Pasquini et al. 2011) and the emergence of new and varied public-private partnerships and networks. Conservation territories have evolved to encompass not only national parks, but to also include working landscapes where biodiversity conservation is just one of potentially numerous land uses. With a growing awareness of Indigenous rights and an increase in Indigenous lands, the role of local and Indigenous communities in conservation is increasingly recognised (Kothari 2008). In addition, local-scale cultural approaches to conservation, including co-managed protected areas and Indigenous Peoples’ and Community Conserved Territories and Areas (ICCAs) have expanded the conceptual basis for conservation internationally (Kothari 2008; Ross et al. 2011). At least some of these changes were initiated by the outcomes of the Fifth World Parks Congress in Durban 2003, which recognised that ‘Indigenous and local communities bring special insight, diverse knowledge and active commitment’ to conservation and environment issues (Vaz & Agama 2013, p. 141).

Zimmerer (2006) describes how globalisation and the new approaches to conservation can create ‘spaces of hope’ with positive outcomes for both local and Indigenous people and for conservation. Complacency, lack of support, cost-shifting or inadequate resourcing for conservation and/or Indigenous rights by the state in some countries has led to NGOs assuming governance roles. Supporting this idea, descriptive publications, including those by stakeholders, relay stories of conservation NGOs empowering Indigenous people in decision-making and helping establish revenue streams (see Chicchon 2009), and opposing common threats to biodiversity such as urbanisation and agriculture, industrialisation and deforestation (see Alcorn et al. 2010). There are assertions that returning control of conservation lands to Indigenous peoples will achieve both environmental and social outcomes (e.g. Kothari 2008). Yet, other literature explains that when the trajectories under the new paradigm intersect with Indigenous interests there are often divisions over priorities. Social outcomes may be pitched against conservation outcomes, and local agendas pitched against global agendas. Some contend that in areas of high conservation value, social issues such as those relating to Indigenous people should not take precedence and conservation should be the focus (e.g. Terborgh 1999; Oates 2006). A large literature critiques the engagements of conservation NGOs with Indigenous people (see Chapin 2004; Brockington & Igoe 2006; Dowie 2009). Landscape and continental-scale approaches have also come under criticism, with reports that ‘scaling-up’ of conservation efforts has adverse consequences on Indigenous governance regimes and claims that international NGOs are linking community-designated conservation areas at scales that allow for global conservation agendas to dominate local aspirations (see Igoe & Croucher 2007; Ramutsindela & Noe 2012).

The majority of research on the intersection of Indigenous interests with the new conservation paradigm stems from case studies in the developing world. Research on these intersecting trajectories from the developed world is modest, particularly from the Western settler societies where the lives of Indigenous people are often represented as ‘fourth world’.

The aims of this paper are: (1) to highlight the emerging geographies between approaches under the new conservation paradigm and Indigenous land in Australia; and (2) to redress the knowledge gap on these geographies to support a more inclusive and equitable path than that followed by earlier conservation efforts in
relation to Indigenous Australians. We use the term ‘emerging geographies’ to identify new spatial and other patterns that reveal a changing landscape in Australia, where there are some new relationships between conservation and Indigenous interests, with potential for both positive and negative outcomes.

Methods

This paper is one outcome of a larger project that analyses relationships between the new conservation paradigm and Indigenous communities in Australia. The project uses interviews, participant observation and historical research. For this paper, after setting the Australian context, we examined the policy and spatial trajectories of the new conservation paradigm and Indigenous land. We analysed publicly available historical and contemporary documents of the state, particularly the Australian Government, and of seven conservation NGOs working at a national scale (the Australian Conservation Foundation; the Australian Wildlife Conservancy; Bush Heritage Australia; Greening Australia; The Wilderness Society; WWF-Australia; and The Nature Conservancy). The policy analysis identifies specific named objectives of the different organisations, and also reveals attitudes to Indigenous people and interests in Australia.

We used spatial analysis to identify national scale patterns. After adjusting for scale, we compared the contemporary spatial patterns of conservation and Indigenous lands to identify emerging geographic relationships. We are aware that conducting this analysis at a national scale masks complex smaller-scale geographic heterogeneity. The national scale, however, reveals the broad trajectories and relationships, and it is this scale that is chosen by both the conservation NGOs and the Australian Government in making statements about conservation objectives and achievements.

In our analysis of maps, we are aware that there are many challenging conceptual issues. Carolan (2009, p. 279) argues that maps have become ‘an indispensable instrument in environmental science and policy due to their ability to depict aspects of reality that are otherwise difficult to see’, but goes on to say that ‘we must also not forget that these representations do more than depict reality; they also mask and distort it’. The maps we analyse here have the potential to reflect both these outcomes. Our analysis seeks to acknowledge issues around the ‘neither neutral nor unproblematic’ nature of maps (Carolan 2009, p. 279), but focus on the on-ground and policy relationships that these maps nevertheless begin to reveal. The maps we explore are not primarily the result of Indigenous ‘counter-mapping’ approaches, although they will sometimes include such mapping as outcomes of land claim and native title processes. Rather, they are maps that fit both conservation and Indigenous claims into established Western cartographic traditions. While we are aware of the need ‘to problematize the spatial realities represented within the mapping process’ (Johnson et al. 2006, p. 90), it is the influence of these apparently fixed maps we focus on here. A final point we acknowledge here is that the cadastral rendering of these territories ignores mobility. As Howitt et al. (2013, p. 132) argue, Indigenous Australian mobilities ‘nurture their socio-cultural and spiritual identities, and economic livelihoods, and demonstrate their relationships to country’, simultaneously disrupting dominant discourses of a stable cadastral grid.
National context

In Australia, early colonial processes of Indigenous dispossession have resulted in Indigenous people continuing to be socially disadvantaged. The colonial processes of appropriation and ‘emptying the landscapes’ to fill them with new things (Howitt 2001, p. 235) has resulted in considerable parts of the continent being held or owned under private or quasi-private tenure, such as leases on lands held by the Crown. Subsequent to the historic, often brutal, dispossession of Indigenous people from their homelands, social movements aimed at redressing Indigenous disadvantage led to legislative processes that have returned some lands to Indigenous Australians. By 2014, the outcomes of this are significant. Indigenous lands returned under Australian law, which Indigenous Australians own or control, mainly under various forms of community tenure, cover a significant portion of the continent, with 2012 estimates at approximately 23 per cent of the continent (Altman 2012). While there is much heterogeneity in tenure and governance on these lands, and much diversity of Indigenous culture and demography on them, they are distinctly different from other types of land ownership by non-Indigenous Australians.

Achieving this level of land ownership and control has come at a cost. Indigenous Australians have had to contest some of the public lands, the residual lands, with the state. During these historical contests Indigenous Australians have often been excluded and marginalised by state conservation efforts. Indigenous Australians have mostly not been physically displaced by the establishment of protected areas (Poirier & Ostergren 2002; Goodall 2006), as in some other countries. However, they have had to compete for land with conservation (Adams 2004). For example, national parks have been declared without notification or consent from affected Indigenous people (Porter & Meyers 2008), and jointly managed national parks have been established through coercion and/or compromise (Smyth 2001; Bauman & Smyth 2007). Adams (2001) argued that Indigenous Australians were largely denied ‘recognition space’ by conservation organisations during these earlier engagements. Yet, despite the conflicts, contests and coercions, Australia is now seen as a leader in conservation on Indigenous-held lands (see Ross et al. 2011, p. 193). While in some respects this perception is legitimate, it is at least ironic that much of the progress in this area has been achieved by Indigenous protest and litigation, rather than progressive approaches by governments (see, for example, Hibbard & Lane 2004 on Mutawintji; and Farrier & Adams 2011 on Booderee, both now Aboriginal-owned national parks).

Reflecting the global trend, Australia has embraced the new conservation paradigm, with various innovative approaches to conservation adopted (Figgis et al. 2012). Acknowledging that the government-managed national park system is inadequate to conserve the country’s biodiversity, state-initiated incentives and policies aim to increase the conservation estate not only with publicly owned lands, but also with private and Indigenous owned and controlled lands. Large-scale conservation efforts are promoted. The Australian conservation sector has evolved from dominance and control by the state to that of a multi-faceted sector that includes government, an increasing involvement of NGOs, such as not-for-profit organisations, philanthropists and corporations, as well as Indigenous communities.

Lane and Morrison (2006) highlighted risks associated with this increased role and influence of NGOs, and called for discussion on this issue to ensure public
interests are not taken over by private agendas. With the geographical areas of new forms of conservation intersecting with the growing areas of Indigenous lands and increasing Indigenous involvement in conservation, the need for that discussion is pertinent. The emergent, yet still modest, literature on engagements between Indigenous interests and the new conservation paradigm in Australia supports this. As with the global research analysed above, there are mixed messages on the consequences, intended or otherwise, of these intersections.

Pickerill (2008, 2009) explored the use and power of language, and negotiating commonalities of difference, in engagements between Indigenous Australians and a number of not-for-profit conservation NGOs, concluding that although there are still ‘problematic practices’ (Pickerill 2009, p. 78), there is hope for improved engagements. Highlighting north-south disparities that are explored below, in Pickerill’s research Indigenous engagements by the NGOs were based on the perception that there is ‘no need to engage with Indigenous politics further south, perpetuating the myth that only those Indigenous people who have a more apparent and historic (according to non-Indigenous adjudicators) connection to their homeland need consultation’ (Pickerill 2008, p. 102).

Reflecting the international literature, a number of descriptive publications by stakeholders indicate some positive engagements between Indigenous Australians and NGOs. Gunn et al. (2010) described collaborations between northern Australian Indigenous ranger groups and NGOs in addressing marine debris issues along the coastline. Moorcroft et al. (2012) explained how a collaboration between an Indigenous traditional owner group in the Kimberley region of Western Australia and external stakeholders, including the national not-for-profit conservation NGO Bush Heritage Australia, adapted an international conservation planning framework in a cross-cultural context to deliver both social and conservation outcomes.

A small number of research articles, as well as discussion in the media, centre on engagements of contest and conflict between NGOs and Indigenous Australians. Most of these relate to land tenure, planning and management of land and rights to land. John Holmes (2011, 2012) has highlighted the complexity of relationships between the conservation sector and Indigenous people in tenure reform processes of the contested landscapes of Queensland’s Cape York Peninsula. In the media, the controversial Queensland Government’s Wild Rivers legislation, supported by the national not-for-profit NGO, The Wilderness Society, drew vehement opinion pieces by prominent Aboriginal activist and lawyer Noel Pearson, claiming that the conservation sector and the legislation would restrict Indigenous peoples’ ability to use and occupy their country (see Pearson 2010a, 2010b). Kerins (2009) accused another national conservation NGO, the Australian Wildlife Conservancy, of undermining Indigenous conservation initiatives and threatening Indigenous native title rights when it acquired a sub-lease from an Indigenous pastoral lease holder to operate a wildlife sanctuary.

Particularly relevant to this paper is a typology of case studies of environmental management collaborations with Indigenous organisations, including those involving not-for-profit organisations. The typology categorised collaborations into levels of Indigenous governance and showed that integration of Indigenous knowledge is strongest when the level of Indigenous governance is highest (Hill et al. 2012).
Trajectories of change

In Australia there is a particular set of conditions leading to the emerging geographies of conservation and Indigenous land. These include: neoliberalist governance approaches to conservation and changing Indigenous governance under the native title era; multiple use of space of both conservation and Indigenous land; large spatial scales of conservation and Indigenous land, particularly in some parts of the country; and a redefinition of conservation and Indigenous territories that reflects the interaction of complex spatial arrangements of ownership, management and institutional networks. In this section we set these changes in a historic and spatial context.

Since the 1980s, the state has actively consulted with NGOs in development of environmental policy (Hutton & Connors 1999). The conservation sector changed from a government arena to one that included NGOs. With state support and financial assistance from the emerging philanthropic sector, some NGOs became active in on-ground conservation activities: planting trees; setting up covenants systems for conservation on private lands; and acquiring and managing property (Figgis 2004; Cowell & Williams 2006).

Consecutive governments at both provincial (state and territory) and national level in the 1990s provided further opportunities for NGOs to be involved in conservation. In the early 1990s the Australian Government created a framework for a National Reserve System (NRS)—a ‘comprehensive, adequate, and representative’ system of protected areas (ANZECC 1996). The aim of the NRS is to ensure that the continent’s bioregions, under the planning framework of the Interim Biogeographic Regionalisation of Australia (IBRA), are adequately represented in protected areas (Thackway & Creswell 1995). To help achieve the vision of a comprehensive, adequate and representative protected areas system, the NRS Program, up until 2013, provided funds to assist with the acquisition of land in the under-represented bioregions (Figure 1), for inclusion in the NRS. Tax incentives and concessions, and the funding arrangements under the NRS Program for acquisition of conservation lands, has led to a significant increase in the conservation estate.

One of the results of these government initiatives and incentives was that NGOs which were previously advocacy-focused increased their on-ground conservation effort on private lands. A suite of new not-for-profit conservation NGOs also emerged. These newer NGOs focus on acquisition and management of lands for conservation, as well as partnering with existing land owners, philanthropic organisations and governments. Recent NRS data shows that Indigenous-held or controlled lands and private protected areas have become significant contributors to the NRS (Figure 2) (Australian Government n.d.b).

With the enactment of the first Indigenous land ownership legislation in 1966 in South Australia, the return of lands to Aboriginal people in Australia began. Other jurisdictions followed, as well as the Commonwealth in 1976, so that by the early-to mid-1990s all jurisdictions, with the exception of Western Australia and the Australian Capital Territory, had some form of Aboriginal land ownership legislation (Broome 2010). This legislation was largely framed as compensation for Indigenous disadvantage and dispossession. With land rights came formal governance structures for the management of Aboriginal land under Australian law.

In 1993 the Commonwealth Native Title Act recognised Indigenous peoples’ traditional and customary rights and interests to land and sea under Australian
common law where such title has not already been extinguished by the state. This provides Indigenous Australians with another avenue to gain title to land. In some cases, native title has provided clarity for the state and others wishing to consult or negotiate with Indigenous people on issues about land (Davies 2003). Native title, for some Indigenous communities, has provided ‘recognition space’ (Pearson 1997).

In the native title era, other forms of Indigenous governance structures developed. Recognising that native title of many parts of Australia had been extinguished, in 1995 the Australian Government established the Indigenous Land Corporation (ILC) to acquire, manage and hold land in trust for the benefit of Aboriginal people (Nettheim et al. 2002). Some lands acquired by the ILC have high biodiversity values and are being managed for conservation. In 1998, Indigenous Land Use Agreements (ILUAs) were introduced, providing a framework whereby some Indigenous Australians could negotiate the use and management of land and water, including conservation, whether there was native title determined or not (Davies 2003).

Support and recognition of conservation on private lands and an adoption of expanded protected area concepts have been critical changes to conservation, as has the use of Indigenous-held lands for contemporary economies and sustainable livelihoods. Recognising the expanded IUCN protected areas categories (IUCN 1994), the NRS allowed for several different types of protected areas including

---

**Figure 1.** Map showing the under-represented bioregions of the Interim Biogeographical Regionalisation of Australia (IBRA). Source: Australian Government (n.d.a).
those on private lands and Indigenous lands. The climate change agenda, through the carbon market, is also driving an increase in multiple use approaches on conservation and Indigenous land. As one example, ConocoPhillips, the operator of the Darwin Liquefied Natural Gas plant, as part of both its corporate social responsibilities and to offset environmental impacts of its plant operations, agreed to support Aboriginal land owners and rangers with their work in reinstating fire management and protecting vegetation in western Arnhem Land. The success of the West Arnhem Land Fire Abatement (WALFA) Project has been widely acknowledged for a suite of environmental and social benefits (Whitehead et al. 2009).

With an increase in the Indigenous-held and controlled lands has come increased involvement of Aboriginal people in conservation. In recognition that much of the under-represented bioregions of the NRS were on Aboriginal titled land, the Australian Government developed the Indigenous Protected Area (IPA) concept in consultation with Indigenous Australians in the 1990s (Smyth & Sutherland 1996), whereby Indigenous land holders can voluntarily agree to manage their land for conservation. Since the dedication of the first IPA, Nantawarrina, in South
Australia in 1998 (Smyth 2001; Muller 2003), IPAs are a major contributor to the NRS, and according to the latest public data there are 60 declared IPAs and 27 in the planning stage (Australian Government 2013a). The concept of protected areas has been further expanded with the utilisation of ILUAs. In 2011, Mandingalbay Yidinji became the first IPA to be declared over existing government protected areas as well as Indigenous land (Australian Government 2013b). In the Northern Territory, amendments to national park legislation in 2003 and 2005 have provided for the Aboriginal ownership and joint management of 27 national parks and reserves (Northern Territory Government 2014). Aboriginal involvement in conservation has also increased under the Australian Government’s Working on Country Program, where since 2007 Indigenous rangers have been employed to deliver environmental conservation outcomes, often on their own IPAs. At the time of writing there are nearly 700 Working on Country rangers working across Australia (Australian Government 2014). These projects combine customary knowledge of elders with teams of young rangers. This also reflects international developments, with Vaz and Agama (2013, p. 154) identifying similar outcomes in Malaysia, where potential ICCAs are ‘built upon a strong base of traditional knowledge from the older generation, and driven by the energy of young Indigenous people...excited about advancing community governance in a modern context’.

Another change in the use of conservation and Indigenous spaces has been that large areas of Australia, particularly in the northern and western regions of the country, more remote from population centres, are subject to ongoing tenure reform processes. The Government of Western Australia is undertaking a ranger-lands reform process to develop new forms of land tenures, such as converting pastoral leases to longer-term perpetual leases, redefining leases to allow for conservation purposes and to take account of native title (Government of Western Australia 2014). These processes can change agricultural spaces into multi-functional and multi-tenure landscapes with a mix of conservation, agriculture and Indigenous spaces. Work on Queensland’s Cape York Peninsula (Holmes 2011, 2012), describes the spaces undergoing such reform processes as contested landscapes, where there is often conflict between Indigenous aspirations and conservation goals.

The large spatial scale of conservation and Indigenous-held land is another feature of the emerging geographies of conservation and Indigenous land. As is the case globally in biodiversity conservation, in Australia there has been a shift from a species-specific approach to a landscape or continental-scale approach. This large-scale approach means that such landscapes invariably contain multiple land uses. Working landscapes, such as rural and agricultural lands, industrial areas, urban and peri-urban blocks, are all encompassed within the larger scale. Many not-for-profit NGOs have adopted this larger scale approach to their on-ground conservation efforts through the acquisition and management of properties for conservation within these landscapes, or through working with existing land holders.

Linked to the large-scale conservation approach is the concept of connectivity corridors: developing and maintaining viable ecosystems on private land to link and buffer protected areas, and to build resilience to the impacts of climate change. The corridors are intended to deliver social and economic benefits as well as conservation outcomes (Mackey et al. 2010). The approach has gained recognition with both government and NGOs in Australia, and a proposed national network of
landscape and transcontinental-scale corridors has been identified in the National Wildlife Corridor Plan (Australian Government n.d.c). Within each of the corridors there are collaborations with NGOs active in on-ground conservation on private lands. Indigenous-held or controlled lands also feature in the corridors, particularly in northern and central Australia.

Parallel to these changing scales of conservation efforts has been a change of scale of Indigenous land recognised under Australian law. Native title determinations have returned considerable areas of land to Indigenous people in the north and especially in Western Australia. However, rapid and intensive colonisation of south-eastern Australia, and subsequently south-western Australia, resulted in massive forced displacement of Aboriginal people, with loss of their lands and extinguishment of native title in many instances. In these areas while many small parcels of land have been regained, it is at a much smaller scale.

Reflecting the interaction of complex spatial arrangements of management and institutional networks, there has been a redefinition of conservation and Indigenous territories in Australia. Under the new conservation paradigm, the discrete spaces of national parks have been expanded with the adoption of larger-scale and different types of conservation efforts. The specific spatial interests or conservation territories of the NGOs reflect priorities of the NRS, international conservation priorities and/or specific charters of the organisations. The Australian Conservation Foundation has ‘a sustainable future for northern Australia based on the rights and interests of Indigenous peoples’ as a national agenda item (http://tinyurl.com/acf-agenda). The Australian Wildlife Conservancy (AWC) has a concentration of sanctuaries in northern Australia and the south-west (http://tinyurl.com/awc-map1). Bush Heritage Australia (BHA) has its ‘anchor regions’ including the Gulf of Carpentaria to Lake Eyre in northern Australia, the Tasmanian Midlands and the south-west (http://tinyurl.com/bha-map1). Greening Australia has many projects around Australia but its ‘visionary projects’ are focused in the south-west, the east coast and south-east with growing initiatives in northern Australia (http://tinyurl.com/ga-map1). The Wilderness Society has several geographical areas of interest with a focus on Cape York Peninsula, the Kimberley and the south-east (http://tinyurl.com/tws-12-13). WWF-Australia, under its current strategic plan, has the Kimberley and the south-west eco-region as a focus of its conservation framework (http://tinyurl.com/wwf-australia-strategic-plan). The Nature Conservancy, who as well as partnering with government, Indigenous groups and funding the efforts of national conservation NGOs such as BHA and AWC, has a focus on regions of international biological significance of northern Australia and the south-west (http://tinyurl.com/tnc-australia-map). A number of the NGOs also have Indigenous partnerships programs.

This concept of national-scale conservation territories is explicit in two of the NGOs that specifically assert the significance of the scale of their operations. The Australian Wildlife Conservancy, at early 2014, has 23 sanctuaries covering over 3 million hectares and ‘owns and manages for conservation more land than any other non-government environment organisation in Australia’ (AWC n.d.). Bush Heritage Australia manages 35 reserves covering just less than one million hectares with conservation covenants, and aims to protect 1 per cent of Australia ‘by acquiring and managing land of outstanding conservation value, or by working in partnership with other landowners’ (BHA 2014).

To show the areas of interest, and the level of interest, of conservation under the new paradigm at a national scale in Australia, we have overlaid maps of the
terrestrial geographical interests of the NGOs mentioned above and the connectivity corridors of the National Wildlife Corridor Plan (Figure 3).

As well as the individual conservation territories of the different organisations, at a large scale another outcome is illustrated in Figure 3. The level of interest of the conservation NGOs operating in Australia corresponds with the global phenomena of large conservation NGOs from the ‘north’ or developed countries, operating in the countries of the ‘south’. From the intensity of shading on the map it is evident that there is a geographical divide also occurring in Australia. Although the south is not ignored, the map in Figure 3 shows a much lower level of interest in the central and western desert regions of the country, and an intense focus on northern Australia.

In 2012, Indigenous-titled land, shown at a national scale in Figure 4, equated to approximately 1.7 million square kilometres (23 per cent) of the continent’s land area (Altman 2012). This includes lands held as ‘exclusive possession’ under native title, as well as lands scheduled or claimed under Aboriginal land rights legislation. If non-exclusive possession under native title is included, 33 per cent of the continent is held under some form of Indigenous titled land (Altman 2014). Although maps at this national scale have limitations (smaller areas of Aboriginal land are not spatially represented and the constant changes to land tenure and title make it difficult to maintain accuracy), the map indicates that most areas of Indigenous-held or controlled lands are in the north, north-west and central regions, with very little in the south-east and south-west. Large numbers of Aboriginal people live in the south-east and south-western areas, with an increasing
concentration of Indigenous people in both major cities and regional centres, and nearly one-third of the Indigenous population living in densely settled areas of the east coast (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2012). With the spatial extent of registered native title claims expanding into some of these more settled regions, particularly the south-west, up to an additional 40 per cent of lands could be held under some form of Indigenous title, resulting in approximately 70 per cent of the continent held under some form of Indigenous titled land (Altman 2014).

In response to these changes in demography and tenure, non-spatial forms of Indigenous relationships are also developing, linking the trajectories of the new conservation paradigm and Indigenous land. Indigenous conservation networks and associations are emerging, such as the North Australian Indigenous Land and Sea Management Alliance (NAILSMA), a not-for-profit organisation that assists Indigenous people across northern Australia in land and sea management (NAILSMA 2013). These represent another form of governance structure for negotiation and consultation.

**Emerging geographies of conservation and Indigenous land**

By overlaying a single shading of the combined interests of the new conservation paradigm map (Figure 3) with the Indigenous titled lands map (Figure 4), a number of spatial patterns are evident (Figure 5). We classify these into three
There are a number of challenges both revealed by and inherent in this process. As they are at the national scale, they obscure fine-grained heterogeneity. They suggest equivalent management capacity and resources, where there are in fact significant differences within and between Indigenous organisations and NGOs that our interviews revealed. They also compare a static spatial depiction of current Indigenous landholdings with a prospective area of engagement of the NGOs, when both of these are dynamic and contested.

**Geography of overlap**

There is considerable overlap between the geographical interests under the new conservation paradigm and Indigenous land in the tropical savannas of northern Australia and in the deserts of central Australia. These regions are in the most part remote, with isolated Indigenous communities, large cattle stations, mining towns and conservation estate. Many different tenures are represented, including pastoral leases, national parks, Aboriginal reserve lands in Northern Territory and Queensland and large areas of what was unallocated Crown lands, much of which has been or is being claimed under native title. And as discussed above, much of these regions of overlap are also undergoing tenure reform processes, often resulting in conflict and contested landscapes.
Geography of absence

There are regions of Australia where there is neither much Indigenous land nor geographical interest under the new conservation paradigm. Similar to the geography of overlap above, these regions are remote and are made up of mixed tenures. The arid mid-western region of Western Australia is one such area. Mining in this region is of particular importance (Government of Western Australia 2013), and much of the region is also currently subject to registered native title claims (Native Title Tribunal 2013). Although this region and others under the geography of absence cover bioregions that are under-represented by the Australian Government’s IBRA, they do not appear as areas of interest under the new conservation paradigm.

Geography of dichotomy

There are considerable regions of little or no overlap between the geographical interests of the new conservation paradigm and Indigenous-held land. Such regions include areas where there is either no or little Aboriginal-held land, such as in the east and south-western parts of the country, or where there is no geographical interest under the new conservation paradigm, such as in the central and western deserts. Sizable regions of interest of the NGOs are in areas with little Indigenous-held land, but include areas where many Indigenous people live, for instance in the south-east and south-west of the continent. In some of these regions, there have been conflicts between Aboriginal people and the conservation sector in the past. And although not evident in the maps, in densely settled parts of Australia, competition between Aboriginal organisations and conservation agencies for access to remaining Crown land has resulted in court decisions that have delivered some lands of ‘high conservation value’ to Aboriginal land councils (Adams 2004, p. 8). Most of the land in these regions is private land. In a number of the regions of conservation interest there are ILUAs, which does mean that negotiation and consultation between land owners and Indigenous Australians on some land issues is required.

Conclusion

Australia is at a critical point in conservation and Indigenous rights. We consider that the role and influence of NGOs in conservation in Australia is likely to increase, as evident from the policies and trajectories of the NGOs and government initiatives and policies. Coupled with this increase in private conservation will be an increase in Indigenous-held lands. The amount of land secured by Indigenous Australians through land rights is likely to slow. However, many native title claims are yet to be determined; the ILC is still purchasing properties with the aim of handing them back to traditional Indigenous owners; and hundreds of ILUAs are being negotiated. Indigenous involvement in conservation will increase with the expected declaration of IPAs that are currently in the planning stages, the implementation of ILUAs and the management of some ILC-purchased lands for conservation. The need for financial support for the ongoing management of IPAs is bringing about partnership engagements between NGOs and Indigenous Australians. Landscape and continental-scale conservation, tenure reform processes and the increasingly influential climate change agenda will be catalysts for
Further engagements. The trajectories of the new conservation paradigm and Indigenous-held lands (and lands managed with involvement of Indigenous people) will become even more interwoven. Biodiversity conservation is consequently linked to the challenge of responding to social justice issues for Indigenous Australians.

International literature on the intersection of the new conservation paradigm and Indigenous interests suggests mixed outcomes for Indigenous people, with recognition in some circumstances, and denial in others. Analysis of these emerging geographies of conservation and Indigenous land is so far limited in the Western settled society of Australia. Yet historically, Indigenous Australians have suffered very significant dispossession and marginalisation, and efforts under the old conservation paradigm have contributed to this. While some elements of these impacts have been addressed for some people, there is a risk that colonial processes and outcomes could be replayed in contemporary scenarios. Indigenous Australians contribute very significantly to Australia’s conservation efforts, through land management of over 23 per cent of the country, through management of a significant proportion of the nation’s conservation estate and through their unique knowledge and customary practices. While Australia has been lauded as a global leader in Indigenous shared governance of protected areas, there are new questions about how approaches under the new conservation paradigm might evolve and their relationship with Indigenous Australians.

To what extent is recognition of Indigenous interests acknowledged in these emerging geographies? Are the historical colonial processes of public conservation efforts manifesting themselves in new kinds of neo-colonial consequences? What is the nature of the engagements between the conservation sector and Indigenous Australians in these emerging geographies? Do the geographies of overlap represent ‘spaces of hope’ (see Zimmerer 2006, p. 71) as well as spaces of contest and conflict? Are there engagements between conservation and Indigenous Australians in the geographies of dichotomy, or does this pattern deny recognition? Are there engagements in the geographies of absence, or do such absences ignore other conservation and Indigenous issues and opportunities. What are the consequences of these engagements? Through all of these, what is the role of maps: how are particular depictions of reality recruited, and who are they meant to influence?

As noted by Lane and Morrison (2006), increased roles of the NGOs come with issues of representation, accountability and transparency. With significant public funds being used to help NGOs acquire and/or manage conservation lands in aid of developing the nation’s protected area system and conserving the nation’s biodiversity, it is appropriate to question the social responsibilities of these organisations towards some of the most disadvantaged members of the community—Indigenous Australians. Similarly, it seems appropriate to consider whether such public funds could alternatively secure such properties and support the capacity development of the local Indigenous communities to deliver conservation objectives. Howitt et al. (2013, p. 128) also identify the challenge of persistent ‘intercultural capacity deficits of dominant institutions, processes and knowledge systems’ and the need for ‘intercultural competence and the development of new capacities and competencies in those institutions’.

As has happened elsewhere, it appears that the geographical interests of conservation under the new paradigm in Australia may reflect some complacency, inadequacy or cost-shifting by the state in conservation and/or Indigenous rights. If
so, it is important to ask how NGOs assume or are given governance roles in such regions, and what the impacts on Indigenous governance structures and aspirations are. The conclusion of Hill et al. (2012), that integration of Indigenous knowledge is strongest when the level of Indigenous governance is highest, suggests that Indigenous knowledge is only considered legitimate when power is held by the Indigenous party. Such interpretations further question the roles of power and legitimacy in engagements between the conservation sector and Indigenous Australians in the emerging geographies. It is important to find out the bases of power in engagements and how they impact on the legitimacy of Indigenous peoples' views, knowledge and aspirations. Related to this is the impact that the proprietary non-Indigenous relationship to land and the desire of some NGOs to own land to achieve conservation outcomes has on engagements with Indigenous Australians.

From the reports and strategies of the conservation NGOs examined there is not only a geographical divide between north and south in their interests. There is also some form of geographical sharing of the country by the organisations, with some active in some regions and not in other regions. It is important to investigate the driving forces behind these processes of territorialism, and the roles that Indigenous lands and people play, and to encourage a more co-ordinated national strategic approach by the NGOs.

Landscape and continental-scale approaches to conservation being promoted and adopted in Australia have had negative consequences for Indigenous people in other countries. Large international organisations have been accused of linking, or 'scaling-up', conservation efforts across a larger geographical area to meet national or international biodiversity goals and by doing so have undermined and threatened local people's aspirations. And although the Australian situation may be different to those of developing countries, with the increase in national and international conservation NGOs operating in Australia, the consequences to Indigenous Australians of a 'scaling-up' of conservation efforts to meet national or international agendas needs to be understood.

While both conservation and broader Indigenous social justice questions need input from multiple disciplines, we highlight these social perspectives to balance what is often an ecological emphasis in conservation discussions.
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